What is the TARJETA SUMA?
The Tarjeta SUMA is a non-contact travel card and wallet in one. It’s electronic, safe, easy to use, individual and nontransferable and offers customers larger discounts and more advantages.

About the TARJETA SUMA
- This card combines two modes of use: TRAVEL PASS and WALLET.
- It can be TOPPED UP (in future this can be done by phone), requiring a minimum of 20 euros to be eligible for discounts,
and will enable passengers to take advantage of DISCOUNTS depending on the card category.
Categories are:
- PENSIONER over 65.
- STUDENT (valid during the school term it is issued for).
- REGULAR USER.
- The amount of the discount will be the amount laid down by law. Instead of being applied on board the bus, the discount will
be received when you top up your card. The amount of your top-up will include the amount of discount in force at the time.
- Passengers who belong to the category of LARGE FAMILY will continue to benefit from the discounts stipulated by law.
Discounts cannot be combined.

How and where to apply for the card with GLOBAL
You can apply for your card at the GEXCO Customer Information offices at the San Telmo Bus Station or the Santa Catalina
Terminal. In future it will be possible to apply for the card anywhere within our sales network. You will receive your card on
the spot when you apply for it at the San Telmo Bus Station (barring unforeseen circumstances).
The first Tarjeta Suma you apply for will be processed free of charge. If you lose your card or it is damaged and has to be
replaced, a charge of €5 will apply.
The card has no expiry date, but the company reserves the right to change it, update it for security reasons or because of the
data structure, or for any other reason.

Requirements for applying for the card with GLOBAL
Hand in the filled-in CONTRACT form, along with a passport-size photo. If you are a PENSIONER (over 65), STUDENT,
member of a LARGE FAMILY or are eligible for any other discount category stipulated at any time by the Public
Administration for specific groups, you will also have to provide documentation to prove your status to be able to benefit from
the advantages associated with the particular category. (Request further information).
Users who have previously misused their card will not be issued a new one.

Where to top up your card with GLOBAL
At the GEXCO Customer Information offices at the San Telmo Bus Station, and in future at the other outlets of our sales
network as they join the locations where this card is available.
The DISCOUNT will be applied when you top up your card.

How to use your card with GLOBAL
When you board the bus, you will need to hold up your Tarjeta SUMA to the card reader next to the driver. The reader will
identify the starting point of your journey and the final destination of the route. This means that when you alight from the bus,

you will have to hold up your Tarjeta SUMA to another reader in order to identify the stop where you alight and the right
amount for your journey (the remaining balance will be shown). DO NOT FORGET TO HOLD UP YOUR CARD TO THE
EXIT READER. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT, SO THAT YOU WILL BE CHARGED ONLY FOR THE SECTOR YOU
HAVE TRAVELLED.
If the reader shows that you have insufficient balance on your card, you will still be able to travel, unless the balance is 0 or
negative. The amount will be debited the next time you top up your card.

Introduction of the Tarjeta SUMA in GLOBAL
The Tarjeta SUMA will soon replace all Global magnetic cards. This system will be gradually introduced on all GLOBAL
buses once the new card readers have been installed. ALL PREVIOUS GLOBAL CARDS WILL CEASE TO BE VALID
when Global makes an announcement to this effect after adequate notice has been given.

Discounts in proportion to the amount of your purchase, applicable when you top up
your card*Applicable from the first top-up
BY CATEGORY
CURRENT DISCOUNT
PENSIONER (over 65) 20% of the amount of the top-up
STUDENT 20% of the amount of the top-up
REGULAR CUSTOMER
If the the top-up is from €20 to €59
20% of the amount of the top-up
If the the top-up is from €60 to €99
30% of the amount of the top-up
If the top-up is €100 or more
40% of the amount of the top-up
The maximum combined discount is 60%.
*Discounts subject to change by the company or corresponding authority.

Become a customer and join our card system, obtaining 20% discount from your first journey until the next time you top
up.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THIS CARD, CALL

928 36 83 35
Add MORE advantages to your journeys
Get your card now!

